Homonyms

Name______________________________

1. I really ________ you when you were on holidays.
   mist  missed

2. The _________ over the lake looks like fog.
   missed  mist

3. You ________ I could help him learn to swim.
   oar  or

4. A paddle is very similar to an ____________.
   oar  or

5. I _________ my sister $5.00.
   oh   owe

6. He said, “_______ yes, now I remember.”
   owe  oh

7. Fill the ___________ up with water.
   pale  pail

8. Your face is very __________ today, it’s almost white.
   pail  pale

9. My favorite fruit is the ____________.
   pair  pear

10. I have a new ____________ of shoes.
    pair  pear